The unbiblical teachings of many basic independent Baptist churches
(and similar professing “Christian fundamentalist” groups):
(Summary version)
-the Jesuit teaching of “futurism”. A potentially 3-fold deadly eschatological doctrine that often
suggests or allows for the indirect pre-supposition that there will be an additional way to escape the
end times wrath of the Creator with the implication of a “second chance” for repentance following an
unbiblical “secret snatch away” rapture. (fully provable Jesuit counter-reformation origins)
-anti-9/11 truth, etc. The avoidance of this topic (regardless of the excuses) has many implications, none
of which are biblical, whereupon the reason for such could be motivated by: 1. fear. 2. Jesuit
influences. 3. first-hand government agent intimidation 4. wicked complacency, all of the above, etc.
-teach a “love/hate” for government. An Orwellian “doublethink” approach which allows the mind to
despise government corruption in some areas, but to applaud and worship it in others, offered under an
implied “necessary evil” type of rationale for selfish ends, including that famous “two party only”
defacto election mindset where they blindly promote only that “lesser of two evils” right/left paradigm
continuum. Which leads to:
-strong neo-con drives; support of military industrial complex mass murder and world wide plunder
without evidence or validation for their blind support of such sin, which is practical but unofficial
imperialism or the same anti-Christian practices of the ancient pagan Roman Empire.
But the word of the LORD came to me, saying, Thou hast shed blood abundantly, and hast
made great wars: thou shalt not build an house unto my name, because thou hast shed much
blood upon the earth in my sight. (1Ch 22:8)
But God said unto me, Thou shalt not build an house for my name, because thou hast been a
man of war, and hast shed blood. (1Ch 28:3)

- support of Zionist alliances without evidence. The same “backroom” alliances of the satanworshipping secret society underpinnings going back to the days of Constantine, etc.
- often an unusually strong encouragement to purchase and/or use a Scofield Study Bible. In support
of the Zionist Jesuit/Israel political agendas, this specific Bible is often practically forced on the
congregation as if Scofield had almost become the thirteenth Apostle.
-501(c) 3 “loyal”; officially not a church or ecclesia of our Savior’s authority, but a corporation. In
contract or covenant not with the true Creator or Christ, but with the beast. This signed contract,
officially and legally places the global-friendly; ecumenic, pagan government in position as Creator of
their organization where government is then the sovereign (or sole) head over their so-called “church”,
replacing Christ as head or sovereign over them. An actual and official “signing of their souls” to the
devil. It becomes a literal jurisdictional issue to a true believer.
-quiet “look the other way” support of materialism often has many places of honor in these
organizations.
-follow of pagan “Holy Days” such as “Christmas” (pagan origins: birth of Mithra; pagan winter solstice
celebration), and “Easter” (worship of the pagan god of fertility: “Ishtar”).
-ignore Scripturally commanded “Holy Days” and feasts such as Passover and Day of Atonement, etc.
despite the fact that most are literally commanded in Scripture to be celebrated “throughout your
generations forever”, or similar wording.
-follows papal worship schedule, obeying Pope on “sun worship”-oriented calendar rather than the
Father’s true biblical calendar, Sabbaths, and “Holy Convocations”, etc.

-entertainment/singing often over-glorifies the music-driven among the membership rather than the
Creator. Often, occasional worship services are purely musical replacing the worship intent altogether,
such as the forth of July government worship “Holy day” (Uncle Sam god), among others.
-visitors often pressured into unbiblical “membership” commitments/alliances: “you need to become
a member Mrs. Jones” (Since when does the Bible tell us we must physically “sign up as members”?)
-often send membership to beast system “clinics” and/or “government programs” rather than set up
true faith-based assistance solutions themselves for their poor and oppressed.
-endless torture in hell doctrine (Catholic origins).
-pulpit is often a practical oligarchy or even dictatorship. Little if any opportunity is afforded
membership to ecclesiastically approach its own congregation with Scriptural debates or reform
discussions. (this is not to say that the door of the church should be open to Ecumenism or other error,
but quite the opposite, where the congregation should be open to discussion on the deeper evidence of
Scripture and other archeological evidences, etc. to keep themselves pure and free of man-made
corruptions and time-infected traditions, etc.)
-full or semi-dispensationalism, or the salvation-risking practice of a “cafeteria law” due to the supposed
belief that the first advent of Christ had removed certain commands in the Old Testament that
rightfully still stand.
Mild example: the eating instructions pertaining to the “clean and unclean” of the earth’s various
creatures, etc in Leviticus 11 and Deuteronomy 14. Their proof text of Acts 10:11 is used out of
context. The proper textual intention was that Peter was to then preach to even the unclean, or
gentiles, as well as the Hebrew descendants now. It was not referring to a literal “new food law”, as
Peter then was to spiritually “supp with” (a term/practice used to demonstrate friendship or
brotherhood) the gentile men, with textual evidence shown with the spirit’s guidance beginning in
verse 10:19. Serious example: Sabbath not a commandment anymore, being “nailed to the cross”,
where perhaps only nine commandments are thereby truly kept, if that many.
______________________________________________________________________
This brief summary of course will not ideally fit every organization, but is merely my observation
for the more devoted to review for themselves based on this ministry’s experience over the years.
It is therefore up to the individual to “study to shew [himself] approved” in these areas, whereby he
might ascertain the points on which their particular assembly needs to be addressing.
We never advocate the mere “leaving of a church”, but always strongly suggest bringing the light of
truth out into the open in their leadership/congregation to first attempt to “fix” their body of
believers, by removing the man-made traditions and errors to bring about a purer walk with
Scripture. If this does not succeed however, then by all means one should surely seek an assembly
of believers that are more devoted to the truth come of the Father. (See Titus 3:10, Ezekiel 3:17-21,
Matt 10:14, Romans 16:17,18 et al)
Finally, many of these folks proudly boast that they “preach Christ crucified”. Yes, and so too
does the Catholic crucifix. I however, prefer to preach the whole story and tell the more
encompassing story of a “Christ resurrected” whose real instructions, laws and statutes are yet very
much alive.
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